












JUNIOR CLASS PREPARES FESTIVITIES
FOR APPROACHING SPRING PROMENADE
Tiif Department of Music will pre-
;ent Miss Blanche F. Brocklebank in
t faculty recital of pianoforte music
>y living composers in Billings Hall
his evening, at 8:15 o'clock. The pro-
-am will be:
Tin: Zuuarc's Drill Mana-Zucca
Rhapsodic in F sharp major Dohnanyi
Tupman's Waltz (from Pickwick
Cars' Quota Reflects
Trial And Tribulation
The Big Parade is in full swing,
Spring Vacation having joined the
limbo of fast receding memories, along
with such occasions as the Model
League, mid-years, the Christmas holi-
days, and Yale-Harvard week-end.
Forty-eight Senior cars may be seen
rolling sedately about campus, at the
rate of not over twenty miles an hour.
The sun glints on shiny radiator caps
and French horns, seeks highlights on
even the more battered fenders, while
forty-eight drivers look elaborately un-
conscious, or simply self-conscious (ac-
cording to their natures), as thev motor
to and fro. It is the Big Parade!
Agitation Renewed In A chinese Quarrel








employment entails many problems of. °n Fndav - APnI 17 -
welfare, among which that of child la- | Alumnae Hal1 Wl11 be J
bor has come into prominence. There | ventures °1 Prince Ach
l,a, bee,, much Mitigation and work P,cture based 0n a
in the field lately, which has accom- Arabian Nifts -
plished rather little actually, but much
At the White House Conference on




By Lonsdale As Prom Event
The Paint and Powder Club of Wes-
leyan University will present as the
Junior Prom Play a comedy by Fred-
eric Lonsdale, Aren't We All, The play
will take place on Saturday evening,
April 25, at eight o'clock, in Alumnae
Hall, and will be followed by dancing,
open to all the college.
Last year's Pi'om Play, The Dover
Road, was produced by the same or-
ganization. Many of the actors are
returning to Wellesley to play in
or their wives. This year Miss Rowena
Nichols, a graduate of Wellesley. is the
juvenile leading lady.
The name Frederic Lonsdale ensures
a clever piece of work. Aren't We All
is laid in London, Mayfair. to be more





Bureau is conducting a trip to the
ton Children's Museum. Those
wish to attend should register at
the Personnel
there
supposed to be. But
old school, those who
days before ankle-socks and smoking
privileges—they turn aside and groan
|
bitterly as the depleted ranks of |
cars glide, sprint, or hobble past.
:
If they could only follow Mrs. Mala- !
prop's advice and "illiterate" those
;
other years from the memory! But no, I
"This is the truth the poet sings
That a sorrow's crown of sorrow is re- !
mernbering happier things."
The stolidly plodding Sophomores and
Juniors, and the many Seniors still I
hopelessly perambulating recall all too
well that last year ninety-two auto-
mobiles graced this region of Welles- i
ley and environs. There were almost
.
twice as many chances of a ride. The
j
drudgery of plowing through the snow
to the vill was lightened by the thought
j
of those ninety-two chances, and a trip
to Boston on the grim fire-eaters was
never a dreadful actuality until the mo-
ment of departure. Always there were
ninety-two chances that a public-spir-
ited Senior would offer a ride by motor.
Beside such figures, a paltry forty-
eight is a frugal quota. A "lift" becomes
a rare thing, more precious than rubies.
An able-bodied girl almost hesitates
before accepting the proffered ride,
with the noble instinct of looking about
for one less fit to walk than she, one
afflicted with Wellesley warts, perhaps.
She feels, that she is riding in a re-
flected glory, as yet undeserved. She
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 1)
Poetry Reading May Ninth
- Personnel Bureau by four o'clock this
tees; for medical service, for public afternoon,
health, for education and training, and {Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)
for the handicapped, and a number of :
ports of the work during the preceding HUUSe iTCSlQBIltS lliieClGQ
year. The report of the Child Labor a a tt:ii Tnnmro Aecjdnprj
committee read. "Every child should AUU vm JUlllUld AdUglltHI
be protected against labor that stunts :
growth, either physical or mental, that House Presidents
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2 & 3)
[
Beebe. Rachel Holland; Cazenove,
: (Voting Deferred); Claflin. Frances
Eleven Colleges To Attend
|
~;™aZ^TZZ
Mary Thayer; Pomeroy, Ethel Hodel;
Severance, Olive Leonard; Shafer. Mar-
garet Hubbell; Stone, Marion Gough;
Tower Court, Marguerite Lowrie.
Village Juniors
Birches. Elizabeth Wyckoff; Clinton.
Arece Lambert; Crofton, Isabel Ehrlich;
Commuters, Sally Kenniston; Davis.
Kathleen Lyons; Dower, Betty Bras-
tow; Elms. Marcia Heald; Eliot. Sally
Supplee; Fiske, Jane Griswold; Harris,
Elizabeth Howe; Homestead, Nancy
Fitzwilliams; Little, Esther Edwards:
Noanett, Elinor Best; Stone. Elizabeth
Marron; Transfers, Ernestine Bee-
bower; Washington, Margaret Hull;
Webb. Harriet Haynes; Substitutes,
















Students are in general welcome
to visit classes before choosing their
electives for the coming year. They
should observe the formality of
asking the instructor if they may
attend at that time, and they
should also be sure that there are
seats enough so that the regular
Alice V. Waite
An Intercollegiate Poetry Reading
will be held at Wellesley College under
the auspices of the Department of Read-
ing and Speaking, May 9, at 8 P.M., in
Faculty Assembly Room, Green Hall.
The reading was organized about five
years ago by Smith College. In 1929,
when Wellesley participated for the
first time, three readings were given,
The first was held in Wellesley and
the other two at Mount Holyoke and
Smith the following week. Last year
other Eastern colleges were invited.
The eleven that have accepted Wel-
lesley's invitation this year are: Smith,
Mount Holyoke, Vassar, Connecticut
College for Women. Wells, Dartmouth.
Wesleyan University, Hunter, Harvard,
Radcliffe,
sented. there will be only one reader
from each college. The Department of
Reading and Speaking invites any stu-
dent who has had, or is taking, a
course in Reading and Speaking, and




er will be allowed five
he program of May ninth,
aose one long poem or a
jrter poems. The poetry
high grade and may be
nodern or classic authors.
reading is in no sense a
is intended to foster a
love of good literature and to give
those who enjoy the art of oral in-






Clubs Plan Joint Demise;




d into by the officers of
nd Cosmopolitan Clubs,
called at 4:40 this afternoon for the
members of both societies, all of whom
are urged to appear at Room 124,
Founders Hall, for discussion.
Officers of the Liberal Club, who gave
out the information, stated that the
plan had been under consideration
for some time, since it has been felt
by those interested in the progress of
both organizations that their aims and
methods were in the same field and
that their purposes could best be ac-
complished by uniting efforts. It is
hoped that at the meeting this after-
Of : - club <








John Willocks Byron Clark
Irish Poet Will Conclude
The Poets' Reading Series
1
On April 27, at 4:30, in Billings Hall,
j
Mr. Padraic Colum will conclude the!
series of Poets' Readings for 1930-1931.!
Mr. Colum was unable to come to
|
Wellesley in the autumn because he
j
was returning to Ireland for several
!
months.
Mr. Colum is a native of County
Longford, the county of Oliver Gold-
'
smith, in the heart of Ireland, and in
j
his youth was familiar with the folk-
lore and song which have been the
basis of his literary work. He began
his career as a man of letters in con-
nection with the Abbey Theater, where,
as Dr. Cousens reminded us so delight-
fully last October, he bore a part in
Prospect Of Pleasure Solitary
Beacon Of Joy On Dreary
Academic Horizon
JUNIORS'PLANS COMPLETED
On Friday evening. April 24, the
Class of 1932 will enjoy life to the
strains of soft music, and with espe-
cially selected male companions, at the
Junior Promenade. The dance itself
nine until two. Dinner at Tower,
Claflin, and Severance will open the
festivities on Friday at seven P. M.
Earl Carpenter, now at the Club
Richmond in New York City, and his
under the management of the
Corporation of America, will
the music. The motif of the
if the present plans ma-
terialize, will be the "New Yorkers,"
which calls up visions of skyscrapers,
flood lights, and the sparkle of New
York.
Mary Maxwell ;
































Betty Granger, President of the Class
' 1931, will lead the opening Grand
the acting of plays as well as in the writ-
|
March. The chaperons are Miss Cruis-
ing of them. His Broken Soil was pro- tian, Miss Williams. Head of Severan
duced when he was only twenty-one. professor and Mrs. Cecil Jane.
At the same time that he was asso- sor ana; Mrs. Clarence Hamilton.
ciated with the theater, he was also, professor and Mrs. Alexander Camp-
like Mr. Yeats and others in that
movement, writing in other forms than
drama. Wild Earth, his first book of
poems, a plain little brown book of
only forty pages, appeared in 1907. He
had already published two or three
plays and a volume of Studies, essays
which had been printed in the na-
tional journal conducted by Arthur
Griffith. He has been particularly suc-
cessful as a writer for children, telling
the old Irish tales in an irresistible
way, and also retelling the legends of
Greece and of Scandinavia. Probably
most of the students here have made
his acquaintance through The King of
Ireland's Son, The Boy Who Knew what
the Birds Said. The Girl Who Sat by
the Ashes, The Children's Homer, The
Children of Odin, or some one of his
other happily devised books for the
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
On Saturday afternoon
will continue with a tea dance at Tow-
er Court from three-thirty until five-







Monday, Tuesday, April 21,
Thursday morning, April 24
Dancing afterwards
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
GYM CLASSES MEET DR. CULLIS SPEAKS
,
in sch°<" »
FOR DEMONSTRATION ABOUT FEDERATION the aid giv
On Thursday afternoon. March 26,
he annual Indoor Meet was held in
of Mary Hemenway
Hall at 3:45.
On Tuesday afternoon, April 7, Dr.
Winifred Cullis, Professor of Physiology
at the University of London, addressed
a gathering of members of the col-
lege in Billings Hall. Dr. Cullis is
president of the International Feder-
ation of University Women which met
here during vacation. She gave a brief
account of the beginnings, growth, and
aims of the Federation.
In 1918 when a group of British edu-
March, participated in by all classes
Following this, the three upper classe:
were seated, and sixty Freshmen de
monstrated their marching and gym-
nastics. The corresponding Sopho-
more performance came next. Ths
fourth event was Clogging, by the
Freshman and Sophomore classes, and
j
Professor Caroline Spurgin of the Uni-
the fifth, advanced marching and | versity of London and Professor Rose
gymnastics by the Sophomores, Sidgwick of Birmingham University,
Juniors and Seniors. The competition , were among the group. This was the
between the classes of 1933 and 1934 year of tne Armistice, signed while
was continued in Folk-Dancing, for j tne B«t'sn visitors were in America,
which the performers wore bright and P°Pular enthusiasm, ran high. In
pirate costumes, and Tumbling, after
golng about ""om place t0 Place '




n0tiCed ^ ^ W 'th Wh 'Ch
let™ rrr pr iz^^-sssss™..ppaiatus. The last event on the pro-
, mectings would nelp m pramotil ul. penod of depression, they are the firstgram was Advanced Tap Dancing by
[
timate peace among, nations. Miss t0 be laid "» and the !"t to be taken
members of all four classes, wearing
! Sidgwick died here in the influenza on m ordmai'y <™es. The general
yellow sashes and yellow bow ties, and
i
epidemic of that year, and Prof. Spur- ' Uend t0 luveni'e labor was on the in-
an individual tap dance by Jean Sacks.
|
gin was left to carry out the plan alone, i clease until 1929 ' when " dropped off
Miss Spurgin went back to England i due t0 tne depressioi




the laws pertaining to children, which
met in Massachusetts in 1929, suggested
that the centralization of the school
health programs would insure more
thorough examinations. It also sug-
gested that the school superintendent
should examine the child's mental fit-
ness before giving him a certificate to
work, and that the parents' consent
be required. The committee which in-
vestigated
recommended that tht




This suggestion was made with refer
-
the tobacco industry.
problem is a serious
The type of work they
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A
DENTIST
Colonial Bldg. Wei. 1212-M
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley So, Phone 1!
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley So
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. fo






































C. Mary Larkin, '32
S. C. Jane Mapes, '33
F. Jane Adair, '32
F. Miriam Stokes, '31
G. Miriam Fitts, '32
G. Natalie Bolton, '33
Subs
F. Elsie Davis, '32
C. Florence Harriman, '31





Winter Riding Team: Sub
Jean Wall. '33 Valerie
Mary Balfour. '34













Edith Levy : hands of the










finally federated and joined. Finland's
j
two distinct groups, comprising the
Swedish and Finnish elements, over-
their differences in order to make











°n Saturday, April 11, the Massa-
|
directly that there may be more than chusetts Parent-Teacher Association
one point of view on a subject. I met in conference with the Depart-





After a short tour ot the campus.








^Continued From Page 1, Col.
rights of comradeship, of joy
play." The result of the Confer-




regulation of 16 years, or 14 if the
is done after
exceptions. The recommendations pro-
vided for the regulation of working
18. for the
night work
for the use of employ
ment certificates, periodical health ex-
aminations, and compensation
Adequate machinery and
the enforcement of the program
Mrs. George Hoague, was held
Faculty Assembly Hall in Hetty
Hall. Mr. Willard W. Beatty, Super-
intendent of Schools, Bronxville, N. Y.
spoke on the methods of child train-
ing in Bronxville. There followed i
Stone Hall,
Ewing acting
The afternoon session, beginning
held in Alumnae. The
principal speaker was Dr. Wm. Healy
of the Judge Baker Founda-
spoke on "Keeping
the Twig Straight." Other
represented the Page Memorial School,
the Cambridge School, and the Wel-
lesley Department of Hygiene, and
were accompanied by exhibitions of
dancing and painting. At 4:30 the
adjourned.
cers of the local associations, but wa;
open to all outsiders interested in the
the above regulations con- work. The purpose of this conference
of protection that i well brought





an understanding of the child's emo-
suggested that schol- I tional side, his needs, and the normal
keep them fulfilment





; ' ter °an look
Skirt S3.





EVEN Perry was discouraged at the
weather which greeted returning
vacationers. Gardenias browned at the
edges and finally gave up altogether,
orchids became ragged in a wind that
was reminiscent of mid-February,
straw hats dripped and wilted. Perry
watched taxis come and go, saw the ad-
vent of suitcases and trunks, beheld
the silent token of examination sched-
ules in the numb hands of befogged
scholars. He sat on the steps of the
library watching icy tears run down the




11 ir ueeoniphshiiHTits of Wei Irs ley's fa-
mous sons and daughters. In a room
made by hanging a curtain to enclose
the farther end of the ball room one
could see the voluminous skirts and
poke bonnets which were worn on Cen-
tral Street fifty years ago. One sopho-
more became so engrossed in observ-
ing the antique furniture in this room
that after a minute observation of a
chair she suddenly turned to inquire
its ancestry of one of the directors. As
the lady displayed some rudeness in not
answering after three inquiries the stu-
dent decided something must be wrong
and suddenly discovered she had been
asking a clothes dummy, the face of,
which was carefully hidden by a larg-?i
'23 Alice Chapman
'26 Content Miner ti
Ormsby Mott-Smith. Ha IHar-
Ex-'30 Faye Rattenbury to Mr.
Henry Emanuel Russell. Yale,
MARRIAGES
'24 Pauline L. Lane to Mr. Robert
S. Kendig, March 27.
'26 Eleanor R. Stacy to Mr. Walcott
Colwell Chandler, Brown University,
April 3.
'27 Nora Pringle Hanna to Rev. Alec
Smyth, Queen's University. Belfast,
1926, February 4. Address: The Manse,
Omagh, Co. Tyrone, Ireland.
'28 Madeline Taylor to Mr. Emery
Phillips Laskey, Harvard 1928 and Har-
vard Business School, April 4.
'31 Catherine Durant to Mr. J. F.
Robison, Harvard. '28, Harvard Archi-
'31 Auguste L. Sachs to Mr. James
Frank, Jr., Yale, '28.
'33 Ethel Frances Eaton to K
.James Dennison Colt.
DIED
At New York, suddenly, on April
of cerebral hemorrhage, Madame Her
rietta Andrieu, Professor of French
All .hill
1 eth even though the tower of Hetty
r. Green Hall rises as a constant re-
minder that a new era has come. One
student eager to sign in following a too
potent vacation ran down the sidewalk
' O the sympathetic ears
af the
; fixed vacantly i
scattered boards with surprised con-
cern, and then turned to seek the new
information bureau in its setting of
blue leather furniture and patriotic
|
which he
parked before his humble lodg-
Economics student who spent an af- i
ternoon recording her bridge score on
a scrap of paper which she later dis-
covered to be her term report. After
a moment of shocked silence she blithe-
ly decided to hand it in as the budget
of her yearly spendings. Perry is seep-
late.
LAST Thursday afternoon, Miss Tre-
maine of Ferry Hall and Miss An-
tained a group of their old students at
Z. A. After reminiscing about days ol
departed scholarship, it was suddenly
'29 Dorothy ^
Bennett Miller, March 27.
BIRTHS
'22 To Dorothy Cochlin McCann, a
daughter, Dorothy Greene, March 23.
To Ethel Halsey Blum, a first
DEATHS
'92 Harriet Gage Osborn, March 23.
'14 Katharine Paul Urion, March 28.
'17 Lillian Moses Guillow. April 1.







Largest and Best Equipment EUROPE-WHEELS
has heard rumors that in one <
tory classes directly after
Taxis were called and some iwenlv
e to lower ' girls with their former principals des-
sees a sen- ; cended upon the Inn for a most con-
Street. He versational and vivacious tea, interest
ranging from a discussion of the system
of cutting at Wellesley to the merits
'31 Edith Frances Pavlo to Mr. Ar-
thur William Marget.
ENGAGEMENTS
'31 Elizabeth H. Zumbro to Mr.
James C. Richardson, Williams, '28,
Harvard Business School, '30. Mr. Rich-
ardson is h member of Delta Upsilon
Fraternity.
or which was operated directly under
his window. The professor after a
\
few minutes finally interrupted his own
lecture to ask gravely, "Is it one of the
Senior cars?" After he had been re-
1
assured by all Seniors present, the class
was resumed—this time with all win-
dows closed.
I and are slowly eating away the
conceit, if not the self-respect, of the
student body. After one has had one's
feet carefully analyzed and realizes




needless to say was filled with Welles-
ley returning homewards. A Western
Union boy entered the train calling
the name of a girl who jumped up
quickly saying, "Why, that's Me!" The
Western Union boy stopped. "You
mean," he said sadly, "that is I"; and
handing her the telegram walked
brokenly from the car. By such small
things are our illusions shattered. Life
is like that!
TO RENT-
ient apartment, in Wellesley, on
Abbott St.—in front, on second floor
—three rooms, kitchenette, bath,
porch; and hot and cold water. Apply
at 7A Abbott St. Telephone Wel-
lesley 0910,
O CHCOLARSHIPS for a year's study
German Universities, awarded
by the American-German Students' Ex-
change under the auspices of the In-
stitute of International Education.
Mar
IN Boston a News Reel proclaimed
with much accompaniment of noise i
that the old Administration building
}
was torn down in a joyful demonstra-
tion of Wellesley enthusiasm. Perry,
who happened to sneak into the thea- '
ter during his vacation, was so excited
by the realism of the cinema that he
could barely restrain his cheers. He
watched once more the crowd circle the
Ad building. When the steps were,
pulled off his temperature rose and his
heart pounded within him. But when
shouted that it was splendid sport--
much better than studying, he became [
overcome and sank to the floor in a
state of coma. He was removed later
rpHE Town of Wellesley observed its
1 50th anniversary by an exhibit of
local talent at Alumnae Hall from April
3 to 7. The ballroom was divided into
booths in which different organizations
displayed their special accomplish-
ments. Boy Scouts showed carved
boats. Girl Scouts, butterfly baskets. In
the center of the room was a miniature
garden of tulips which surrounded a
less than miniature summer house. One
was directed about by members of the
town of Wellesley who were dressed in
the impressive finery of their ancestors.
Paintings and books were displayed as
Marjorie Glicksman,




The Department of History offers two
Fhi\ i':l;i
Modern Politics, to be awarded at com-
mencement to the member of the senior
class who presents the best paper on
some political phase of the nineteenth
Luncheons
Afternoon Teas
H. J. SEILER CO.
Caterers since 1873
en in Boston dine at Sei
The t:ni:,mus Priic, to Lie ;iw;tn.l-
to the member of
presents the best
paper on some historical subject, using
mainly source material.
Rules Governing the Competition
1. Papers must be left in Room 118,
Founders Hall, not later than May 31.
2. Competitors must submit three
typewritten copies of their papers. Each
copy must be signed by a pseudonym
and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the author's name and
pseudonym.
3. Papers must be properly docu-
mented, must contain certain biblio-
graphy, and must be based, as far as
possible, upon sourer material.
4. No paper may be submitted for
both prizes.
SENIORS
If you didn't bring your
car back with you—let us
furnish you with a sport
roadster or a sport sedan.
May be rented, without
driver, at a reasonable rate
per mile.










Washinston St. Tel. Wei. 1046
We Call and Deliver
Will Wonders Ever Cease!
Electricity, Telephone, Radio, etc.
And Now/ WiLBAR'S Give You
RIDING BOOTS for only
$6 and $8.50
also Jodphers only $6.00
WILBAR'S WELLESLEY SHOP
Wellesley Square
jT you are going to graduate ... or if, V.
for that matter, you aren't ... if you
have disappointed someone in love ... or if
perchance someone has disappointed you if study
has impaired your health or if it hasn't ... if you've
... if you've never driven through the Bois at dawn
... if you've never tamed the lions at Trafalgar Square
... if your feet hurt or if your back aches ... or if you're
alive at all . . . it's an STCA passage abroad and back
you need and incidentally, a stopover in EUROPE . . .
about $200 Round Trip . . . up-to-the-minute accommo-
dations . . . careful cuisine . . . college orchestras . . .
lecturers . . . the only modern loan libraries ... all
maintained entirely for college people and their friends
. . .
more than 5000 college people insisted upon STCA
for their crossing last summer . . . now it's your turn
don't be left on the wrong end of the gangplank see . . „
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In Behalf Of Normality
Normality is a plea
be a healthy individual with normal
reactions to situations is certainly to
be desired. Unfortunately the ques-
tion arises as to what is normality, and
the further the question is pursued, the
are as many definitions of normality
as there are individuals or types of
individuals to define it. It would seem
therefore that for normality we are
We
i-m of traditions
quired from our parents and teach-
ers normality, forgetting that parents
and teachers are not necessarily in-
The majority of girls who attend col-
leges for young women and who suffer,
therefore, a period of close guardian-
ship which extends long beyond the
age during which they need it, are in
many cases there, attending thaj; col-
lege, because that is the normality
which society, represented by the par-
ents and teachers of these girls, de-
mands. To take a specific example, the
society which is in back of Welles-
ley College has said that young girls
must be protected; society has selected
ten o'clock as a suitable hour to ter-
minate an evening, and this has be-
come a rule which is extended arbi-
trarily over girls of all different ages
and capacities. This effectively pre-
cludes any widening of the horizon by
beneficial contact with the intellec-
tual opportunities which Boston af-
fords. That this represses the instinct
lor personal liberty and freedom of
movement is another factor which this
addition, ability to take care of one-
s-elf is very successfully retarded by this
Obviously, complete freedom of
movement is not feasible in the present
state of society. But a compromise mea-
sure would have the effect of doing
away with the regrettable aspects of
this superimposed normality. In view
of the tendency towards greater free-
don for women which, however, does
not seem to have reached the particu-
lar portion of society which is in back
of Wellesley College, it is suggested that
for the upper classmen, who will pre-
sumably have passed through and com-
pleted the boarding school reaction pe-
riod, the dormitories should be kept
open until twelve or twelve-thirty at
night. This would permit students to
attend plays, lectures and concerts in
Boston, and this would allow them an
ample feeling of personal freedom,
which would not entail lack of pro-
a to college; they
as to the result of
geniality in their own offspring. More
than academic education the majority
desire for their children social educa-
|UMlll.-ilTheoretically they
this expectation for to know many c
ferent kinds of people, as one assun
ly does in a large college, is broadi
ing. This is, for the most part, 1
cause knowing a person involves
exchange of ideas—ideas on any si
from the seventh dimension
ler pajamas. The flaw in I
iry arrives when we find few people
exchanging ideas with any
their own small groups,
usually have been chosen largely by
:e freshman year. Few, in other
words, ever espouse the lost cause of
How many people actually discuss in
groups, as at the dinner table, any
subjects other than marks, fellow stu-
dents, and the eccentricities of the
faculty? There are, indeed,
meaning individuals who will
and remark, "But there's nothing else
cept to speak to. I know nothing
about her family or friends. What can
I talk to her about?"
Conversation has been called an art;
why lower it to the level of the per-
sonal? Why know Jane's family back-
ground in order to converse with her
intelligently? If you read no news-
papers, or you haven't the facile gift
nature "as brisk as a bee in conversa-
tion" as was Boswell's Tom Birch, you
can at least make some remark about
that feeling of "peculiar emptiness"
when with a group of speaking ac-
quaintances, as at a meal? The ques-
tion hardly needs an answer. If col-
lege people have no ability to con-
verse intelligently, heaven help the rest
of these United States, so continually
sneered at by visiting foreigners. We
cannot sit back on our laurels as did
Macaulay and have it said of us. "He
has occasional flashes of silence, that
make his conversation perfectly de-
lightful." Our flashes of silence are
not merely occasional!
Within a few hours after
Phoenix the appearance of this issue
From of the News there will be a
Ashes? joint meeting of the Liberal
and Cosmopolitan Clubs for
the purpose of dissolving their sepa-
rate existences and amalgamating their
One of the saddest scenes on the Wel-
lesley horizon for the last few years
has been the waste of energy and ef-






lesley of the Model League oi
it has become apparent that si
pus organizations, and it is wit
deal of interest that we shall v
more news from the Liberals ;
mopolitans among us. They h






hands o/ the B
Sunday.
IS THE GENERAL JUSTIFIED?
To the Wellesley College News:
If the General Examination is st
an issue at Wellesley, and I rather su
pect it may be as June approaches (at
least to 1931), perhaps the following
will be of some interest to the u:
graduates.
On March 22nd, I heard Miss
jorie H. Nicolson, the Dean of £
College, speak to the Women's
Club of New York on "Trends ii





what she thought of such an examin-
ation. Her reply was, I think, well
worth repetition in the News. It was
no offhand statement. The Dean re-
cently attended a conference on the
General held by the English depart-
ments of several colleges and also has
^01"~
;





, Miss Nicolson expressed herself as
Cos"
'
not being in favor of a General exam-
ta
" ination for all candidates for the de-
al of
!





OLD AD BUILDING SITE
Adonals is used to being consulted
on problems of great import, in
fact, he would like to be a canine Will
Rogers and be a humorous ambassador
of good will, and so, though his ver-
dicts are seldom accepted, he offers
the following suggestions on that vital
subject, "What is to be done with the
site of the Old Ad Building?"
1. Lacrosse Field—Docile baseball
players often complain that their lives
are in constant jeopardy by the wild
cavortings of lacrosse players. As this
game has no boundaries, a field de-
voted solely and singly to lacrosse
would be a boon to humanity,
2. Impromptu Retread—Classes
which have suddenly been granted a
cut have long needed a place where
they may reassemble and talk the situ-
ari
|
must be made easy enough for thi
With the publication of the erage student to pass is not rea
Wellesley College Bulletin] General Examination and fails ii
and with the subsequent aim. If the faculty were to give really
election of courses for the ! adequate Generals they would I
coming year it seems time-
i





not be scorned as an opening wedge.
Students of literature should be
brimming over with morsels of inter-
est, and there is inevitably at least one
at every table. The Zoo major is per-
haps at a disadvantage. "We dis-
sected the arteries of the squalus to-
all in
ing herself to learning and culture,
should we not have good conversation?
It is depressingly absent.
M- Dubreuil. a visiting Frenchman,
has described an experience of his
after dinner in the home of an Ameri-
can workman. "After several records
had been played upon the victrola," he
says, "it not being the hour for broad-
casting, there reigned in the parlor a
silence that gave me the impression of
a peculiar emptiness. I better under-
stood, then, the difference between a
parlor and a salon."
m reciuji'rd ior ^racluntion, triu- ;
inpleasant as the subject may be. In
j
of the ability of honors students
,
college of liberal arts one wonders why advanced work. In short, unless a
test
superior stu-
Ph.D.? The student who
her major as post-grad-
that more intensively any-
the great simple-minded
in the gaps merely
such cuuim"- lis Mathematics or Psy- I eral
chology, Hygiene, and Reading and dent
Speaking, granting all their merits, i ture.




Harvard. In I goes
graduate work on any subject what- ' uate
soever a reading knowledge of both : how,
French and German is usually essen-
|
mass
tial. Culturally, conversational fluency I by reviewing what they have studied
in at least one foreign language is ex- | the past
pected. The value of a strict require- Miss Nicolson also stated that tho
ment is therefore recognized by those
j
colleges now using the General do
colleges which demand a reading and
[
as a whole, have favorable react:
conversational facility in French and, (The case of Harvard, she pointed
German before they grant a B.A. de-
|
lo different. Harvard's affluence makes
gree. Freshmen are seldom far-sighted | possible a tutorial system which i
enough to undertake voluntarily two for some such examination.)
languages. They usually breathe aj This statement would. I thought
sigh of relief after a year's struggle terest the college as coming from
with conjugations and genitives and
settle down conscientiously to forget
what little grammar they have ac-
quired. It takes no effort to slip off
any conversational dexterity. At the
end of Junior year, however, as they
attempt to unravel a bit of French or
German in the pursuit of sources of
English Literature or in the examin-
ation of some scientific treatise they
j
begin to wonder why their study of the
language in question was so superfi-
cial. As disagreeable as the prospect
appears, a junior considers in a fav-
orable way the rigorous language ex-




Choose schedule cards, the elective
after judicious perusal of the bulletin.
In the accompanying typewritten
sheet of instructions we are reminded
that ample time is given for consulta-
tion with heads of departments, with
instructors and parents. It is the in-
tention of this humble paragraph to
urge that the injunction be taken se-
riously, whether by distracted fresh-
man, blas6 sophomore, or embattled
General,
Should the B.A. be refused on the
basis of an examination that may be
attacked as being one which, by its very
nature, does not and never can logically
To the Wellesley College News:
Since I no longer take the College
News, I do not know whether any of
my contemporaries has already voiced
her protest at the unseemly glee of
the student body at the sad demise of
If not, I should like to say a word on
behalf of the deceased, for to us of 1919
and 1918 a great friend and a Welles-
ley tradition has passed on, cruelly








iw neu-coop as oi-r main building. We
new neither Collf ge Hall nor Founders
though, to be sire, Founders Hall was
(Continued c n Page 6, Col. 2)
that students thus thrown upon their
library or any other academic retreat.
3. Race Track—This plan is rather
fanciful and involves building a ce-
ment road with banked turns around
the site. Upon this creation, seniors
who irk and snort at the fifteen-mile
speed limit, can go in for speed con-
tests in a large and harmless way.
4. Outdoor Bridge Club—In order
that the indefatigable bridge addicts
of Alumnae may continue their
uninterrupted and still benef
fresh air (which, alas, th<
need), bridge tables and othr
,
ment can easily be installed o.. the
5. Miniature Golf Course—Soft
6. Botanical Reserve—The site will
be planted with all varieties of flora
and fauna, so that weary Botany stu-
dents can save shoes and spirits.
7. Village Green—Lush young grass
will be planted so that pioneer path
cutters may indulge to their hearts'
content and spare the rest of the
8. Gas Station—Old Tudor Socony,
potted geraniums, et al.
9. Earthworm Sanitarium—Here
Lumbricus terrestris and his friends
may be safe from vivisection.
10. Traditional Landmark—Welles-
ley needs tradition. No New England
Institution is complete without one.
Therefore let the site remain un-
touched, and as this would involve less
time and effort than the above-men-
tioned plans, Adonais really endorses
it most heartily.
\nn i Ted)of Jack
Was closed." "Examination sheets
So soon again? I swear my head
Reels!" "Lit June tenth? Well, that
completes
My Joy!" "Look at that darling red
Convertible coupe, a Senior car.
I suppose they're glad to get back this
term."
"Won't it be swell to get where they
In the meantime it's work with a head
that's infirm
With Spring's lackadaisical fever."
And then
Before they got started 'twas summer









The Patch, by Patrick Kearney,
opening this week at the Plymouth,
proves to be "a new American comedy"
on the time-honored theme of the Irish
in America, replete with conventional
plot and the too familiar Irish char-
acters. The scene alternates between
the fashionable section of a Middle-
western town and the "Patch," the
Irish settlement across the railroad
Mrs. Charlie Murphy—nee Maggie
Mulligan of the Patch—has persuad-
ed her husband to change his name to
Charles Murfree—the Kentucky Mur-
frees, you know—and on the strength
of it has built up a carefully protected
social position. Charlie is now run-
ning for mayor, aided by young Mike
Donovan from the "Patch." Enters at
this juncture Charlie's father. Patrick
Murphy, late of Ireland, hat on head,
pipe in mouth, a brogue that could
be cut with a knife, and a gift of or-
atory which he displays on every oc-
casion. After major vicissitudes, Pat-
rick obtains the Irish votes for his son,
and Mrs. Murfree is persuaded to re-
pent of her ways.
The play is saved by Arthur Sin-
clair as Patrick Murphy, and Marie
O'Neill playing opposite as Widow
Donovan. They make straightforward
comedy out of the dialogue: Patrick's
criticism of Shakespeare, Shaw, and
Eugene O'Neill is delightful, as is Mrs.
I van's denunciation of Maggie
ing Edward vn drinking tea
mother's cottage. The rest of the
characters do well enough in conven
tional parts; they manage to make th
whole into a very passable evening'
J. I. B.. '32
Al'STR.AL-AMADIO CONCERT
ine last concert of the Wellesley
Concert Fund Series, a joint recital
by Florence Austral, soprano, and John
Amadio, flautist, was well received bv
the audience at Alumnae Hall. Miss
Austral's part of the program consisted
of: Leise, Leise, (Weber) ; Der
Schmied, Liebestreu, Wie Melodien,
Zwei Zigeunerlieder (Brahms) ; Zueig-
nung, Staendchen. Morgen, Caecilie
(Strauss); Parodies (Hughes), Fairy
The recital of Alexander Kipnis at
Alumnae Hall Wednesday evening,
March 25, was characterized through-
trol of tone. The first group, of Schu-
bert lieder. began with the gently
rhythmic Gute Nacfit. It was not
until after the mysterious rise and fall
of voice in the darkly rich Wanderer,
however, that the audience was fully
in sympathy with the artist. In the
Serenade, third of the group, Kipnis
recreated the romance of the starlit
night in the fervent low .tones asso-
ciated with the best of Russian basses,
yet kept from sentimentalizing in any
Tales o/ Ireland, (Coates), Five Eyesl way. The vivacity and insouciance of
(Gibbs), and Alleluia (Morris). Mr. i youth and the especially sympathetic
Amadio's contributions: Camonetta^ accompaniment playing the rhythm of
(Loewe), Finale from Concerto in d\ "my steed's merry, echoing feet" made








bert's lyrics, Fischerweise, sparkling
voice which Miss Austral dis- and rhythmic,
played Thursday night is a dramatic
soprano, particularly adapted to such
the Shout of the Val-
kyries, which she sang in response to
request. Her success as a dramatic
soprano, particularly in Wagnerian
lue to the strength and power
lice. Unfortunately, this vigor
led over to the songs of the
and Strauss groups with the
it there was a certain lack of
of tone and therefore a loss
of part of the artistry these songs de-
mand. Miss Austral is capable of lyric
and muted tones, as Wie Melodien and
Morgen witnessed; Staendchen was
likewise charmingly done—we could
only wish that there had been more of
the quiet artistry on the program and
less vehemence. Miss Austral's diction
was remarkable for a woman and a
soprano. One felt that in her last
group, she allowed her personality to
be more in evidence and therefore es-
loser contact with her
The Strauss songs of the second
group, Ich Trage Meine Minne, Sehn-
sucht, Zueignung, and Traum durch
die Dammerung, were a contrast of ten-
derness to the gaiety of the numbers
just preceding. The exquisite, melodic
simplicity of Traum durch die Dam-
merung and its artistic close as the
slender thread of tone trembled into
silence showed a harmony of voice and
piano seldom achieved on the concert
A rugged simplicity in the Russian
folk songs, Rainboiv and Dubinuschka
(The Log), and a quality of strength
and richness in the opening phrases
of Night made his subsequent handling
of the poignant, haunting second
theme even more effective. A fine
balance between contrasting emotions
showed in the light and shade of The
Mulberry, alternately humorous and
dreamy. However, if there seemed to
be a little too much restraint to give
starring
Norman Foster, Skeets Gallagher,
Eugene Pallette, and Carole Lombard.
This will be shown first on Thursday,
and The Easiest Way will be shown
first on Friday and Saturday.
program
is offered: Charlie Chaplin in City
Lights, a nontalking picture showing
"Charlie at his most Chaplinesque."
It is synchronized to sound effects and
music composed by Mr. Chaplin him-
self. The story treats,
pathos, of the rf'hition*
characters of any large city—a tramp
a blind girl, and an
lionaire. The tramp
Charlie Chaplin. The blind flower
girl is played by Virgi
the millionaire by Ha
CAMPUS CRITIC
IPHIGENIA IN AULIS
Society Alpha Kappa Chi, present-
ing Euripides' tragedy Iphigenia in
Aulis, for their semi-open program
meeting, scored an authentic success.
Allowing for those unavoidable and oc-
casionally ludicrous inconsistencies
which are attendant upon the taking
of heroic masculine roles by a fem-
inine cast, they attained nevertheless
to a considerable degree of artistry in
the presentation of a difficult drama,
and are to be congratulated on their
ability to share the mood of Greek
tragedy with a casual college audience.
The first honors of the evening are
perhaps to be divided between Eliza-
beth Barnhart in the role of the ill-
fated Iphigenia and Henrietta Hutche-
son as Clytemnestra. Miss Barnhart's
speaking voice is singularly pleasing;
and she bore herself with appropriate
dignity. Miss Hutcheson entered into
the spirit of her part with vigor and
intelligence; it was refreshing to notice
the almost complete lack of posturing
with which the scenes between the two
were carried out, despite their decided
emotional content. Jane Sargent in the
difficult role of Agamemnon was ham-
pered by a bad make-up, a fault which
matters more in intimate productions
of this nature than on the stage of
Alumnae; and she shared with other
Wellesley Thespians the trials of a
case to some extent by the seriousness
with which she took her part. The
latter criticism could not be ap-
plied to the rest of the cast. The
chorus did a commendable piece of
work; it was unfortunate, however.
that they felt it necessary to rely on
grimaces to express their emotions,
since their voices and movements were
much better adapted for th! task.
joyed both his instrument and his mu-
sic. He employed the limited means of
expression to the utmost, and gained
variety in tone-quality by the use of
several flutes. The shading in his first
number, Canzonetta, bespoke a real
artist; the brilliance of
concerto showed that th:
also a technician. Agaii
sey's Flute of Pan IV
the dramatic effect
without the distraction of the perfor-
mer's presence. With a flute of almost
'cello-like quality he won high ap-
proval in Schubert's Ave Maria. The
real climax of his part of the program
was the Moto Perpetuo, in which there
was brilliance of execution, and a
finish to the complete performance.
We suspect Mr. Amadio of playing to
popular taste—true, his encores were
well adapted to his instrument and the
execution was praiseworthy, but true
artists do not need
folk spirit in this one number, the
certainly a flautist of | splendid presentation of the Steppe
he plays as tnough he en-
The Aria from Verdi's Don Carlos
might better have been placed at the
beginning of the program, for its bril-
liant cadenzas and opportunity for dis-
play of technical fluency seemed
rather artificial after the elemental
simplicity of the folk music. The pro-
gram closed with a last encore, Tshai-
kovsky's Dance from Boris Goudonoff,
an artistic interpretation of a mood
R. E. L.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Thursday. Friday, and Saturday of
|
this week the Community Playhouse
will show Constance Bennett in The
Easiest Way. Adolph Menjou plays
opposite Miss Bennett, in the role of
the man about town who is none the
less human, and Robert Montgomery
plays the part of the young newspaper
reporter whom Miss Bennett loves. In
addition will be shown /( Pays to Ad-
Just Published
Did you miss BONERS, the
laugh hit of the year? If so,
before your friends drop you
as a back number, rush to
your nearest bookstore and
buy this new outline of mis-
afor.
you're up, you'd better get
MORE
BONERf
With hundreds of new howlers and
illustrations by DR. SEUSS $]°?
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Come in and shop these Values!
Gross Strauss -I. Miller
nd 21 Central St. Welle
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Of ; keep up
The Weigher of Souls, by Andre
Maurois. New York, D. Appleton and
Co.. 1931.
In The Weigher oj Souls the author
of at least two sensitive biographies
and some novels of unquestionable val-
ue turns from this literature to a so-
called "fantastic" story after the man-
ner of the early H. G. Wells or of the
late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
The poor, bereft Seniors, alack! With
only forty-eight proudly displaying evi-
dence of their estate, it is fitting that
a word of sympathy be spoken for
those who are daily being mistaken for
Juniors, or—horrible dictu—for Sopho-
mores, by erring underclassmen. Their
fate is hard. After four years they
surely deserve a little publicity. Le-
genda does its bit, of course, but comes
late in the day. What shame to have
a callous member of '34 thumb the
M. Maurois m this story faithfully pages i
follows the Wellsian formula of depic- know
ting miraculous scientific achievements. I have a
softening the general harsh atmos-
phere with a bit of romance. It is the \
story of one Dr. James, resident phy-
!
sician of St. Barnaby's Hospital in Lon- (Corn
don. Dr. James, carrying on a series
j
of secret experiments with the ai
a friend, the French author who
Page 4, Col. 4)
the tale, has finally become able to
isolate and preserve after death the
"vital fluid," the soul, of any individ-
ual, He even manages to obtain a vis-
ibly happy union between the souls of
two who have loved perfectly and lived
in harmony while their material selves
were on earth. The tale culminates
through the desire of Dr. James to have
such a union take place after death be-
tween his soul and that of his wife, a
famous, talented and charming actress.
In this story, which can scarcely even
in length be called a novel, M. Maurois
has certainly suffered a change into
something strange. Yet, though in his
choice of type it may be a falling off
to turn from biography to a tale of
wonder science, that tale is splendidly
told with all the
place, the basic demand of such a story
that the science in it be credible, is
more than fulfilled. It is not until we
stop and make ourselves realize the
actualities of life that we see the im- long ag(^ j
possibilities of the whole thing. Dr. way for t
'
fl)
James is a thoroughly exciting char- It
"
was an
-MPs, the actress, is lapjdated_
h friend is ade- be said m
lating Watson type ^ went up
.sphere of hospital Pendleton':
finished in time for us to have ou
class meeting in it in June. 1919)
When the president of the Chicago
Wellesley Club, in reporting on her re
cent trip to the council meeting a
Wellesley, toid as an item of news tha
the students had requested the privi-
lege of burning the "Ad" building, so
great was their joy to be rid of -it,
those of us of 1918 and 1919 in our
comer fairly bristled with indignation,
tinged with sadness. And when I saw
the movie last night showing the evi-
dent sport of the occasion, I could
contain myself no longer. I felt I must
remind the student body that alumnae
consulted—just for instance—I'm
we would all lave wished that
Id "Ad" building be destroyed in
ead of night to spare us the pain
posing we were all still there—of
g the dirty wor done.
o not mean to imply that I am
glad it is gone.
MISS HOBGOOD IS
AUTHOR AND ACTOR
On April 6. 7, 8, and 9 the Cambridge
School of the Drama presented a three-
act play. Wedlock, written by Miss
Olivia Hobgood. Instructor in the De-
partment of Reading and Speaking.
Miss Hobgood, who is a native of North
Carolina, graduated from Louisburg
College, holds a Master's Degree from
Columbia University, and has studied
at the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art in London. She is at present a
student in the Cambridge School and
herself played one of the leading roles
in the play. It is the first time that
(he school has produced a full length
play written by a student.
Miss Hobgood has laid the play in a
region with which she is familiar, one
of North Carolina's small towns.
SPANISH LECTURER
DISCUSSES THEATER
Riding Habits For Sale
and Romanticism in the
Spanish Theater" was the subject of
a lecture given in Spanish Friday af-
ternoon at Billings Hall by Senor Don
Juan Canon of the University of To-
ronto. The lecture was attended by
members of the Spanish department
and Spanish students.
Professor Canon began by saying that
of
Age,
duced. It imitates the Romans and
Greeks who had only two dramatic
forms, tragedy and comedy. Tragedy
was considered the representation of
great misfortune which occurred to
kings, princes or others of noble rank.
:
The style was heroic and the setting
,
historical.
Comedy, on the other hand, was a
|
representation of little importance and
go, should have gone treated a lower class of people. It be-
|possible, to make gan badly and ended well and was por-
|
bigger and better Wellesley.
j trayed in a style that was not as ele-
\
eye-sore, inconvenient, di- I vated as tragedy. Both observed the i
n fact scarcely a word can same unities of action, time and place,
,





, observed this rule only
meeting an I u?c or unjty f action. They knew the
emergency quickly and adequately. But
I rules of classicism but they believed
to many of us our sentiment about the tnat literature should be freer than the
' oId thi"g goes deep. It Was to us the I ider forms allowed.md taking it on its face . very center Qf our four g a( .
readily admit that we
' ]esiey And S jnce jj nad *
have in it a corking concoction and a gret tnat it was with a hun.ah r
thrilling tale. ' it was with a fiign
J. M. W., '32 Amelia Henderson Baker,
__
(Mrs. John M.)NEW RULING CAUSES :
SCARCITY OF CARS the eight o'clock rule again
in SpLiin
'• COl. To
Mstor, no less. How many .
a p
Seniors mark her riding and
'
the present lack of justice. '
lnijc
>nder that an underclassman
that of 1 1 K-iK
Two apparent reasons for the scar-
ify of Senior cars are this long suffer-
ng and much blamed business depres-
ion, and the new ruling allowing cars
nly in the spring term. Statistics in-
licate that the latter is much to be la-
mented—no new idea in the college,
lie expense of shipping or driving a





f of the college," and
"been practically forgotten
." She was surprised by the
lore of an outcry had not
been raised against it.
In the interests of accuracy be it
known that the District Courts not on-
ly have not forgotten the existence of
said rule, but actually, consistently
do punish those wretched but honor-
''•'"'. V;i- .-,. wh:r/h
they have broken it—either in return-
afford. Ofthefortyleight'lucky| ing t0 Wellesley »"e' eight o'clock,
Seniors, one comes from Savannah- !
or
'" avrivinS at the Wellesley Club
the long-distance record holder—one
after eight: that as tne rule aPPlies
from Michigan, two from Illinois one
°nIy to Freshmen a"d Sophomores "a
from Kentucky, and the rest from e
°0d half o£ the c°lle8e"-ie., the two
Pennsylvania, New York, and New ' UPPer classes
—has a riSht t0 disregard
England states. Woe to the soul from
j
!' ; and ' final'y' that an "outcry on
Oregon and Arizona! She has about as
sulWct" has not been entirely lack-
much chance of a car as if she had '
ng
'
aS sorrowinS and benign House
just found out the location of Miss '
Presidents ha™ agitated all the year
was still in the
I
the ten °'clock Privllege for sopho-Knapp's o
dark about
Last year there were cars from Wis-
consin, Texas, and Oregon, from Mis-
souri, Virginia and Indiana, from
Minnesota, as well as troops from near-
er states. Now, gone are the alien li-
cense plates that startled all observ-
ers with their infinite variety. There is
little chance of seeing "Idaho potatoes"
advertised on a car license about cam-
pus these days. The glory has depart-
ed! How many girls in this school to-
day know how a Montana number
looks? The college has been deprived
WELLESLEY LIBERALS and
CONSERVATIVES!




MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 30,
AT PHI SIGMA
til 1838. Its eli i. I cliaiactci'iMics \>
its subjectiveness, sentimentality.
turesque descriptions, richness of 1
guage, love of nature, superstition
originality. Spain had no place in
literature for an over-abundance
this type and we find only sis
diamas of note. The most important
of these is "Don Alvaro," which was
produced in 1835. The only really im-
portant romantic author of Spain is
Larra. Spain surprisingly enough has




council of the International Federation
of University Women was held at Wel-
lesley from April 1 to 6, 1931. The
delegates, previous to their arrival at
Wellesley, had been received at New
York by the American Association of
University Women and en route to
Wellesley. had been entertained as
guests of Yale University.
The council, composed of delegates
from 32 national associations, was pre-
sided over by Dr. Winifred Cullls,
President of the Federation and of the
British National Federation. The
opening program included a discus-
sion of conditions of affiliation and co-
operation and, also, the interchange
of secondary school teachers. On the
succeeding days there were addition-
al council and committee meetings. On
Saturday, April 4, there was an open
session of the council followed by an
exhibition of rare books and manu-
scripts in the Treasure Room of the!
Wellesley College Library. The last
meeting was held informally in the
great hall of Tower Court on Sunday
evening. The delegates left the follow-
y for Boston to i




So simple . . . and yet
this unique garment con-
tours the figure to love-
lier lines. The clever
diagonal "cross-pull" of
the straps (that button
in back) scientifically
uplift the bust to a natu-
ral curve, flattens the
diaphragm and abdo-
men, slenderizes the
waistline and firmly per-
suades the body to cor-
Model 6692 . . . $10.00
A SPECIAL







"with the new double brim
81S
To,I OUR canter before breakfast can be so
much more of a lark if your riding hat fits
perfectly and is comfortable. You'll find these
essentials in this soft felt hat wLu two smart
tucks.A grosgrain band and colorful feath-
er are the only trimmings. Choose a col-
or to match your tie
. . sand, brown,
navy, light blue, purple, or








room you will f
upon many subjects, and a large col-
lection of vocational magazines and
pamphlets, catalogues of training
schools, etc. Besides, it Is a pleasant
and quiet place to read, and to do the
special bind of browsing that may
throw some light upon occupations,
possible and profitable for you.
Trip To The Children's Museum of
On Friday. April 17th, at 2:30, the
Personnel Bureau is giving all stu-
dents interested an opportunity to
visit the Boston Children's Museum.
Transportation will be provided, and
the group will leave the Founders Hall
parking space at 2:30 P.M.
Register at the Personnel Bureau by
Thursday at 4 P. M.
Thousands of children go to institu-
tions like this every week.
Miss Manter, the Director of the
Museum, will act as hostess to the
Wellesley group. She will discuss op-
i use. In addition it may be that an
after graduate study, or to change her
j
position after a few years. In such a
case the Personnel Bureau can be of
great help in suggesting openings. But
to be of help the Bureau must have
credentials, letters from the Faculty
giving estimates of the work done at
Wellesley. These are obtained by the
Bureau and kept on file until needed,
but they should be asked for now while
one is in college. It is highly desirable
to register with the Personnel Bureau
now, either as an active candidate for
a position or as an inactive registrant
who may at some future time turn
back to the college for help in solving
SI"\1MI-:U POSITIONS
CAMPUS CRIER
On Saturday evening, April 18. at
eight o'clock, the Wellesley College
Choir in conjunction with the Yale
Glee Club will present a concert in
WINS PRIZE
Miss Miriam Goldberg of the class
of 1932 and a major in the Department
of Economics and Sociology has just
been awarded second prize of $50.00 by
the Free Trade League for an essay on
the tariff. The judges i








These positions offer valuable experi-
ence for students interested in socia
work. A small salary is paid in ad-
Luncheon will be at 12:30 and the
meeting in the great hall at 2:00.
On Sunday, April 19, the Chapel
Speaker will be the Reverend Robert
Russell Wicks. Dean of the Univer-
sity Chapel, Princeton, New Jersey.
Reverend Wicks will also lead the Ves-
per service held Sunday evening
under the auspices of the Christian
JUNIOR MONTH
Henriette Ahrens has been chosen ,
.
as Wellesley's representative for Jun-
1
ior Month in New York City. Eliza-
j
beth Freiburg has been selected as first
alternate and Katherine Kirby :
! 27B Central Street Tel. 0978
Wellesley
On Monday, April 20, Miss Vida
Scudder. Vice-president of the League
for Industrial Democracy, will give an
Conveniently located to Campus and Vil
Josephine Porter 11 Lovewell Rd.
Tel. Wei. 1829
thinv P M. Wrlli's|,-\
LUNCHEON SYMPOSIUM
ON




Meeting in Great Hall at 2:00
SPEAKERS
Miss Vera Hemenway. Wellesley 'IB,
Framingham High School.
Teaching in a High School
Miss Helen Parker Smith, Wellesley
'20. The Brimmer School.
Teaching in a Private School
Miss Dorothy Waldo, Associate Prin-
cipal of Dana Hall.
What the Principal Expects jf Her
Mr. Ralph Proctor, Principal of Wel-
lesley High School.
What the High School Principal
Expects of His Teachers
Questions and General Discussion
All are invited to the meeting. Those
wishing to attend the luncheon must
register with the Personnel Bureau or
the Department of Education by noon,
April 17th.
Aptitude Tests
The Department of Psychology has
generously offered to administer for
the Personnel Bureau the three follow-
':'- aptitude tests;
Monday, April 20. An Ascendancy
and Submission Test, a test of the
tendency to dominate others or to
comply.
Open to Seniors
Wednesday, April 22. A Social In-
telligence Test, a test of one's ability
to cope with social situations.
Open to Seniors
Friday, April 24. A Clerical Test,
valuable for those planr/.ng to enter
Ope7i to all Classes
All who wish to take any of these
tests are asked to register their names
with the Personnel Bureau on or be-
fore April 17th.
FOR THE SENIORS
It may not be entirely clear to all
seniors that the Personnel Bureau
wishes all of them to register, whether
they desire positions for next year or
not. The Personnel Bureau especially
wishes to have as complete a history
of each student as possible for future
"There are approximately four and i
a half million Jews in the United i
States today. They form an integral
part of the American people, engaged
I
and social activities that characterize i
the common life of the nation. In
I
addition, they carry on religious, i
philanthropic and cultural work
\
through voluntarily organized and sup-
,
ported agencies. The number of
these organizations is put as approxi-
mately thirteen thousand. More than
thirty million dollars was spent by i
American Jewry in 1929 for social ser- I
vast communal enterprises need a
trained personnel to administer them
effectively."
For this reason, The Training School
for Jewish Social Work is organized.
Miss Frances Harrison, the Assistant
Director, will be in Wellesley Monday,
April 20th, to interview Jewish girls
interested in the profession of social
work. A limited number of scholar-
ships and fellowships are available at
the school. Miss Harrison will be glad
Professor Clarence Irvin Lewis of
Harvard, eminent specialist in the doc-
trine of Kant and the Theory of World
Knowledge, will speak in Billings Hall
at 8 o'clock on April 22. The subject
is The Activity of the Mind in Knoiv-
Miss Florence Jackson, Consultant in
the Personnel Bureau, will speak at
Shakespeare House Thursday, April 23,
at 4:40 upon buying and selling and
at 5:15 upon public health. Friday,
April 24, she will discuss personnel
work. Tea will be served each day at
four o'clock. Appointments for the
individual conferences which Miss
Jackson will hold on both days from
8:45-12:00. from 1:00-4:00, and from






I for Women/ )
29 East 29th St. I
30 East 30th St. (
The Cambridge School
A Friendly Suggestion
to college seniors who have
chosen BUSINESS as a career
Those seniors who have decided upon business as a career
must possess certain technical skills before they can secure
and fill a worthwhile position. The Chandler School oi
Boston is noted as an educational institution which prepares
educated women for secretarial and office positions with
marked success. The curriculum, teaching staff, methods,
guidance, and placement are all modern and highly effec-
tive. The forty-eighth year opens September 14th next
and students are now enrolling. A catalog and collateral
material regarding the problems of business and their
solution will be sent upon request. Address Alan W. Furber,
Director, The Chandler School, 161 Massachussetts Avenue





Sign for appointments with Miss
Harrison at the Personnel Bureau, 242
Green Hall.
Catalogues of the School may be
consulted in the new reading room of
the Personnel Bureau.
T-HE Ideal Residence for Those )
i. Coming to Town for Shop- \
pine rhc Theatres or to Enjoy /
chc M.mv Cukur.il Advantages )
Offered in New York. <
DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER S
Rooms with Untitling Water \
For One — $2.00 . 2.25 (
For Two— . . . 2.50 )
Rooms with Private Bath )
For One — $2.50 . 3.00 )
For Two— 3.50 . 4.00 \
COLLEGE STUDENTS
lire cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank






LJ ERE'S a brand newn Martini we endorse whole
heartedly. And we suggest
you try it in the evening after
an active day, and see how
invigorated you'll feel! Ex-
hilarated . . . stimulated . . .
a brand new person who just
couldn't be anything but
sparkling and clever—do you
wonder why we christened it
"Martini"? It's a bit breath-
taking in the exuberance of
little capelet sleeves, a glori-
ous romanv sash, and wide
swishing trousers. The price
is inspiring, too—for it's only
$9.75 and they are of extra
fine silk crepe!
Martini comes in jade,









.,,.<.]/ Mi-. Elizabeth Zumbi
NOTES: 'WED KS1 M COl.l.KCK
most all women's colleges is the dis-
cussion method of teaching, while in
tical experiments in training the stu-
dents for home life, such as the nur-
sery schools at Vassar, Smith and Wel-
lesley. The only reason that women's
colleges have seemed not always the
leaders in advancement of education is
their extreme meagreness of financial
pn.-sscc]
Miss Pendleton ex-
the ideal of educa-
ment. It is "to tram the student in
independence of thought, to convince
her that education must continue as
long as life itself, and to show her









Many are the attacks leveled against
the liberal arts colleges. Their ex-
tinction is foretold on the ground of
their inability to prepare the students
for the needs of modern life. "They
are so old-fashioned," is the general
cry, and it is directed more especially
against the colleges for women. Again
there is raised the old denunciation,
In the leading article of the newly-
issued Journal of the American Asso-
ciation of University Women, Ellen
Fitz Pendleton has endeavored to
prove the falsity of this position. With
the topic Changes and Experiments in
Colleges for Women, Miss Pendleton
demonstrates that women's colleges
have been not only not backward, but
on the contrary far in advance of men's
These experiments have not confined
themselves to the college curriculum.
Women's colleges have made decided
contributions to education in general
First attention is called to the careful
supervision of the student's health.
Likewise the personnel bureaus havt
seen many improvements in recent
field worker, opp
s have been found and made of
st possible use. Also, Miss P
believes that women's colleges
int towards the B. A. degree
extra-curriculum experiments
Those having to do with
the curriculum are of equal value.
The newly-introduced honors system
is calculated to develop capacity foi
individual work, and the system ol
directed reading adopted in many col-
leges has been most fruitful.
The general examination is another
experiment, supplemented at Harvard
and Radcliffe by a tutorial system
Along the same line of development
Radcliffe has introduced a reading pe-
riod of two or three weeks at the enc
of each semester, which has proved of
great value.
Now permanently adopted it
young. He has written also
of books in which Ireland is inter-
preted for the world outside it, as an
Irish poet whose home is now in an-
other land can do this. Crossroads in
Ireland is a recent publication, an ad-
mirable mingling of topography, his-
tory, legend, and personal narrative.
His latest book of poetry, Old Pastures,
which came out last year, was re-
ceived by critics generally with high
Mr. Colum is said to read and speak
an almost perfect instrument. Since
the time of the reading is limited,
and punctuality in beginning is neces-
sary, the audience is urged to come on
COLLEGE GIFT AIDS
MISSIONARY'S WORK
On March 1, Mrs. A. R. Standring,
one of Wellesley's alumnae, who is car-
rying on missionary work in China, was
a guest at a tea given by Mrs. Ewing,
and spoke to members of the college
about her work. The following is an
pt from a letter from Mrs. Stand-
ring, acknowledging the gift of $117
which members of the Episcopal Club
and the members of the faculty and
staff sent as a Lenten offering to aid
"Will you please thank the girls in
the Episcopal Club and the members of
the faculty and staff for their very
generous gift. It will be a great help
e work I am trying to do in the
ry, The Board of Missions gives
le money to pay the wages of the
who runs the engine in our motor
but I have had to depend on
special gifts for buying oil and gas. I
1 use your gift in that way, so will
all please be thinking that you
helping to carry the knowledge of
love of Christ to the women and
iren in one little country district
MR. JENKS EXPLAINS
CARIBBEAN AFFAIRS
On Tuesday afternoon, March 24, in
Room 124 Founders. Mr. Leland H.
Jenks, of the Department of Econom-
ics, lectured on Conditions in the Ca-
ribbean. Mr. Jenks based his talk
on observations made during a cruise
of the Caribbean under the auspices of
a society for the promotion of inter-
national understanding. The party of
sixty which went on the cruise visited
San Juan, Porto Rico, Santo Domingo.
Panama. Jamaica, Kingston, and Haiti.
Mr. Jenks emphasized Porto Rico.j
which has come in for a more than
usual amount of notice since Theodore
Roosevelt, Jr., has been stationed there
as governor. Its people were very cor-
dial to the members of Mr. Jenks' party,
showed them the city, and entertained ,
them at a luncheon at the Literary
Club. There, in extremely clear speech-
es by the various ministers in Porto
Rico, they were told of the position of
this country in the world. It partici-
pates vaguely in the government of the
United States. Although income and
trade have risen in the past few years,
the mass of the people lives in poverty.
The density of population is unusually
large, conditions of living are so crude
as to be almost primitive, and health







V Our intensive course in secretarial
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paid for everything bought.
Santo Domingo City was occupied
^
without authorization by United States
Marines for eight years. At one period,
!
in order to force a treaty upon the Do- ,
mingans, the government made them
;
go eight months without revenues. j
In Panama one side of the street be-
|
longs to the Republic of Panama, the
other to the Canal Zone. The Canal,
! planned, built and operated by the
|
j
United States for the service of world
j




Here in the Caribbean the United
j
States has stumbled i
has influenced the fate
For the Spring Bride
A Woodcut in Color
A Chinese Rug
A Mexican Glass Wine Pitcher
Books in Fine Bindings
For Dates and Dances^aj
JORDAN PERMANENT
On till night? An
ordinary wave
The skilled operators of Jordan's
Beauty Salon will give you a per-
manent suited to your hair and your





is cut higher this Spring
You'll find this new higher cut pump easier to keep
on, smarter in appearance, and the most popular
styled shoe of the season! Here are three Thayer
McNeil Wellesley Shop versions ofthe i $3 1 pump.
At top, No. 5044, of Admiralty blue, dark brown,
or black kid with harmonizing bow trim. $12.50.
Centre, No. B-2345, of tan or black calfskin with
an arresting side lace and bow. $15.00. Below,
No. 8444, of blue, brown, or black kid with delicate






THE WELLESLEY SHOP in WELLESLEY SQUARE
